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▶ Even before applying the
certificate of registration,
an initial contract had been
concluded with the Emden
City Electrical Works to
maintain their electricity
meters in the grid.

Meter test bench
with wooden
housing
1955

Meter test bench
1970

DOSSAM
The first purely digital
system controls at
ZERA, using a PC.
1990

WinSAM
The modular structure
of the software allows
the test processes to
be individually and
accurately adapted to
the meters under test.
2002

Meter test
bench
2000

MT3000
First modular system.
Developed in 2002 and
received the "red dot"
design award in 2004.

A view of the historical
production facilities
▶ Maintenance and

1920
Establishment of ZERA (Zähler- Eichund Reparatur- Anstalt)
Business sectors: maintenance and
calibration of meters, repair and sales
of repaired meters. ▶

calibration were carried
out on the customer's
premises by travelling
test staff. Repairs were
handled by the workshop
in Königswinter. ▶

An electromechanical
fault indicator type
FA3, used to test a
dynamic meter. The
difference between the
set and actual time can
be directly read off the
dial.
1951

One of the first
test facilities at ZERA

1920

1930

1940

EPZ301
The first electronic reference meter EPZ was
constructed. For the first time, an accuracy of 0.1%
could be achieved. The EPZ301 was installed into test
benches as a uniload substandard meter. The max
pulse output frequency at nominal load was 9000 Hz.
This means that the errors of meters under test could
be measured within shortest test times.
1972

The old
corporate plaque

1950

1960

1970

1980

ILM03
A single-phase thermal comparator,
for the first time with a measuring
accuracy of 0.01%.
1981

1990

COM3003
The evolution of the ILM – a highly
accurate, three-phase comparator
with digital technology.
1998

2000

PPCS
The PPCS has been
specially developed for
metrological institutes
and is used to test other
high-precision reference
meters or comparators.
The PPCS system has a
measuring accuracy of
0.001%.
2008

ZERA entrance in Kellerstraße today

WM3000
For the first time, various current
transformers can be tested with a
single measuring device. 2010

ZERA through the ages
History of electricity meters
1996
Current transformer
meter, fully electronic,
with a complex tariff
structure

1991
Hybrid meter
Electronic meter and
electromechanical
register (mechanical
drum-type register)

1925
Rotating Watt
hour meter

1930
Rotating Watt
hour meter

Electricity meters from 1920 – 1960: PTB Braunschweig

1942
Rotating Watt
hour meter

1959
Rotating Watt
hour meter

1969
Ferraris meter, dynamic;
Electromechanical meter and
register (mechanical drum-type
register)

1979
Single phase meter, dynamic;
Electromechanical meter and
register (mechanical drumtype register)

1994
Current transformer
meter, hybrid;
electromechanical
meter, electronic data
processing

2009
Three-phase current
meter, electronic;
Electronic meter and
register, simplified tariff
structure, telecontrolled
switch

2010

